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Harleybooks, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 216 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The friendly flapdoodle is a persistent little
fellow who loves to look for rare creatures that inhabit the land. A rare creature himself, once he
sets his mind on something, he won t give up until he accomplishes his goal. In this picture book
geared toward preschool children ages three to five, the friendly flapdoodle s goal is to find a
whiffenpoof, and he leaves no stone unturned in his search. Join the friendly flapdoodle as he
explores his world to find the mysterious whiffenpoof. He visits the pasture, jungle, desert, and other
exciting locales. Though he doesn t find the whiffenpoof in these places, he learns more about his
world and meets other one-of-a-kind fantasy characters. The illustrated landscapes introduce
children to a variety of environments and ecosystems, which will spur in them an interest in science,
geography and other elements of the physical world around them. From the friendly flapdoodle s
journey, young readers learn the importance of sticking to goals, and they are shown how the
search for one thing can lead to the discovery...
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Reviews
It becomes an amazing book which i actually have at any time study. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge You wont sense monotony at at any
time of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for regarding should you request me).
-- Rosina Schowa lter V
Unquestionably, this is actually the very best job by any article writer. I have read and that i am certain that i am going to planning to go through once
again once more in the foreseeable future. I realized this publication from my i and dad advised this pdf to find out.
-- Rusty Ha mill Sr .
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